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Due to the lack of thorough research and due diligence performed by “Mariner
Group” we invite you to review the following document.

Exro’s partnership with Potencia began in 2018 as a result of Potencia successfully
completing a prototype for underwater current generator for one of Exro’s early
investors. At that time Exro Technologies was starting to develop the concept of a
coil switch drive capable of leveraging the potential of an electric traction motor by
modifying in real time the internal connection of the stator windings. For such
partnership Potencia was at the time (and still is) the best option for Exro for several
reasons:
-

-

-

Potencia has proprietary technology (see below patents) for permanent
magnet systems, in both concentrated flux array and surface mounted
magnets.
Our company is vertically integrated for the design and manufacturing of
highly specialized electrical motors, this allows Potencia to develop and
manufacture a permanent magnet electric motor satisfying the need of Exro
for winding connections, rotor design and also we currently have the facilities
and engineers capable of validate the results of Exro’s development
independently and finally, at the time.
Potencia was starting the development of a business unit for the development
and manufacturing of electric drivetrains and Exro’s technology would allow
Potencia to provide cutting edge technology to a market that at the time and
currently is growing.

MOTOR DRIVER DEVELOPMENT

Since the day the motor driver development was announced Potencia and Exro have
made significant advances in both design and validation. The report failed to mention
the exceptional people behind the design of the 100V system. For Potencia is an

opportunity to have access to a technology developed for our specific needs. The
focus of the system is to provide the best efficiency and reliability, it gives the
company the opportunity to integrate power electronics designed specifically for our
permanent magnet motor arquitecture. Only with this approach we can achieve the
maximum efficiency of our drivetrains.

The picture shown above was taken during the testing of the first version of the
motor driver with Exro´s engineering team. During this process the company was
able to test different drive architectures, mosfet quantity and brands, fine tune the
software in order to optimize the control of our system. After this test both Exro and
Potencia came to an agreement in terms of capacity, both peak and continuous of
the system. With this information Exro proceeded to develop the second version of
the system.

In Q3 and Q4 of 2020 Potencia received the second version of the EXRO drive, the
system received by Potencia had the final design in both the drive and the heatsink.
During the following weeks Potencia proceeded to test the system and it limits.
Unfortunately, due to an error by our engineering team 2 of the 3 testing system
were damaged during testing as a result of not properly setting some limit for AC
current. This created some delays for both companies. In January of 2021 Potencia
finalized the testing and validation of the EXRO drive with excellent results. The next
step for the company is to install the system in one of our testing vehicles in order to
compare its performance and test its reliability under driving conditions.

POTENCIA FACILITIES
We remark the lack of detailed presented in their investigation and our capacity.
Our social media has enough pictures that show some areas of our facilities.
Within our 17,000 sqmt facilities (see below picture) …

Potencia is the only company in Mexico capable of manufacturing on its entirety an
electric motor. With the exception of casting of housings, we do it all.

OEM stands for Original Equipment manufacturer. 100% of the machines that leave
our shop are design by our engineers and manufactured and assembled by our
skilled workers.
The company is ISO9001:2015 certified

Also, we are certified to test under ISO/IEC 17025:2017

Our company is part of the AWEA, AMDEE, EASA, EGSA, CANAME

We manufacture equipment up to 30,000 hp, all nema enclosures, liquid and air
cooling, offshore ratings, explosion proof, Extreme low noise, API, UL, ETL, CSA,
ATEX and ABS
In addition, we are in the process of finishing the installation of state-of-the-art
battery testing equipment for our drivetrain systems.

PATENTS
Our president Carlos Gottfried and our Chief Engineer Tomas Gottfried have
several patents registered for state-of-the-art electrical machines including
permanent magnet system, rotary UPS, etc.
Specifically, for permanent magnet systems the company has 3 patents that protect
IP related to this kind of equipment.

